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Interest Rates

The current “risk-free” interest rater is a fundamental
parameter to pricing financial securities.
However, it should be clear that there are many different
interest rates, differing according to:

• The national currency.

• The duration of the loan.

• The credit worthiness of borrower.

• The backing collateral provided.

• The intended use of the money.



The Risk-Free Rate

Treasury rates are the interest rates earned on loans
(bonds/bills) to a government in its own currency.
Since governments can print their own money, there is little
chance they can default, hence risk-free.
The London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR) is the interest
rate which large AA-rated banks get on deposits from one to
the other.
These loans are close to risk-free, and are considered a better
proxy to the true risk-free rate by derivatives traders.



The Yield Curve
The yield curve defines the relationship between interest
rates and their maturities.
Usually interest rates increase with maturity, reflecting
the added return required to compensate for increased
risk/inconvenience.

But rates are set by supply-and-demand. Difficult economic
conditions can yield shallow or eveninvertedyield curves.



The U.S. Treasury Yield Curve

Current interest rates reflect the latest sales of both new and
previously issued bonds.



Bond Sales and Interest Rates

Say a 10 year bond pays 5% interest on $1000, meaning it
will return $1648.72 ten years from today.
The price that this bond trades for on the open market proves
a way to compute the current interest rate, because it reflects
the present value of that $1648.72.
If the bond is selling for more than $1000, it means ten-year
interest rates arebelow5%.
If the bond is selling for less than $1000, it means ten-year
interest rates areabove10%.



The LIBOR Yield Curve

LIBOR rates are indeed higher than Treasury yields; indeed
much higher during the peak of the financial crisis.



Ratings Agencies

Professors assign ratings to students (called grades) to permit
quick assessment of overall quality or potential.
Credit ratings are scores issued to measure the qual-
ity/strength of bonds and companies – how likely will they
be able to pay off their debt.
Standard and Poors rates bonds AAA, AA, A, BBB, BB, B,
CCC, CC, and C.
Moody’s ratings are analogous: Aaa, Aa, A, Baa, Ba, B, Caa,
Ca, and C.
Investment gradeis BBB (or Baa) and above.
Credit ratings are based on balance sheet strength and
fundamental analysis.



Ratings vs. Default

Historical data reporting the default percentage by grade /
time permit one to generate default probabilities.

The interest rate on loans/bonds accordingly varies by rating
and term.



Markov Models

Markov models are networks ofstates where there is a given
probability oftransition between each pair of states.
The probability of being in states at timet is completely a
function of (1) the probability of each state at timet − 1,
and (2) the state transition function giving the probability of
mapping each state tos.
The states in a Markov chain can be used to record some
knowledge about previous states, butnot the path used to get
there.
Since the transition probabilities from a state are path-
independent, the probability of any path/string is simply the
product of all transitions on the path.



Markov Models for Default Probability

A Markov model based on the one-year state transition matrix
can predict default probability for any grade/duration.

Much of the current credit default crisis is due to rating
agencies issuing too high grades to lousy securities.



Default Probabilities Across Portfolios

There is very little chance of getting much less than half
tails when flipping many coins, because the events are
independent.
Note that the probability of two (say) AA rated companies
defaulting over the nextY years is not independent, and
reflects shared economic conditions.
The higher the correlations between the equity returns and
industrial sector, the less independent they are.



Inflation and Interest Rates

That there is close connection between interest rates and
inflation can be proven by an arbitrage argument.
If the risk-free rate is too low relative to inflation, people
would buy durable goods rather than deposit money in the
bank.
Example:During Israel’s hyperinflation of the 1980’s phone
tokens (asimonim) were the most stable form of currency.
If the risk-free rate is too high relative to inflation, people
would sell all durable goods and keep the money in the bank.


